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1. INTROpUCTION

`This module was.developed to-provide an application)
,_

matrixsf mathematics in chemistry, and to show the con-

ceplis of linear independence and dependence in vector

spaces of dimension greater than 3 in a concretq s&,t,t,ing.
. ". ,

In balancing a chemical reaction such,-as*

Pb(N
3

)
2

-4-Cr(Mr164) . Cr 0_ + Mii0 .4- Pb.:0 + NO ,'4 2 2. .) .2 .) 4
+E NO

we seek positive integers u,v,w,x,y,z, whioh-haA no corn-
'

. mon divisor other than 1, so that
.

. (u)Pb(N
3

)

2
+(v)Cr(Mn0

4
)
2
.(w)Cr

2
0
3
+(x)Mn0

2.
+(y)Pb

3
0
4
+(z)tiO.

We say that the equation or reaction is balanced when the

umber of atoms of each.chemical element involved is the

-same on-each side of the reaction. For example,'here,

for the element Pb (lead),'thereare u atoms on the left -

side (the reactant side) of the reaction, and 3y atoms of
Pb on'tfte right side (the:produbt side)- The 3 in the

ferm 3; comes from the fact that there are 3 atoms of Pb

ineach 11b304molecn1 t. For-ihe reaction to be balanced °

we must -have u = 3y. 1n the same way, we count the re-
/

spective number of atoms onboth sides of the reaction
°. not dependent upon L and j or that the vectors 1,3 andfor the other chemical elements N, Cr., Mn, and 0, and

are linearly independent, -obtain a linear system of equations. The setting up of

this System and its solution by matrix methods will be

examined in detail in Section 4.1.

. . .

vector 1 = (1,0), and using only these operations, we,can.

"build" or "construct" any vectdr.in R2 of the form (r,0),

r c R. However, to generate .every- vector (x,y), in R2 we
- .

.need an additional vector SAich as 3 = (0,1), which .1.6\not 1

a scalar multiple"of 1. he cannot'construct any vector

.with nonzero'second component by applying our given oper-
'-..tions only to 1.= (1,0). For instance,-it is impossible-,.. ,

, .

to explress the vectior'j,i-- 40,41 as a sum of scalar multi-

ples, o.f....L'-(1,0). .0 ..

In likempnner, starting with the vectors i = (1,0%0)

and j = (0,1,0) in Euclidean space, R3, and using the

standard operations of vector addition and scalar multi-
.

,plication in 113, as we did in R',we can form any vector

in the,xy-plane, that is, all vectors whose third compo-

nent is 0, However, once again, to be able to construct

'every vector (x,y,z) of R3 we need an additional vector

vlibse third component is not zero. With k = (0,0,1), and
-.

i and j as above,-,w can form any'vectOr in Euclidean

space using vector addition and\calar

We could no,have done this with just, i and j, for it Is

impossible to "decompose" the vectorA into a linear Com-
-1. 4. 4

bination,' rii + r2j, of the vectors i and j, with

r and r c R. We might also say that the vector k'is

2. BACKGROUND: MATHEMATICAL AND CHEMICAL

2.1 Vectors in Two and Three Dimension's°

.Consiter the operations of vector addition and sca-

lar muttiplicgtiOn jthe Euclidean plan, R2' where

(x,y) + (x.+ x,,y + yq-and r(x,y) = (rx,ry)

for afiy (x,y),(x.1,y') r c R. Starting with the

6

2.2 A Word About Chemical Elements

In this section we shall see that the word "decom=

.pose" which appears in the last pain/41)h of Section 2.1

was specifically chose for its suggestive value.

In the science of chemistry the term pttre substance

is used to describe any vary of matter-Which has",a,

recognizably definite composition and possesses specific

propertieS. The chemical reaction. of decomposition is

one in which such a pure substance breaks,down to yield

/simpler forms of matter: Many of the substances known to

7
2
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1 ,

scientists do this, and release or .aIiorb as much energy

as 30,000 Calories per gram in the process., (Processes

that invoIvechanges in the nucleus of a chemical element

may result in -even higher energy changes: This kindof

'reaction is, termed nuclear rather than chemical.) Along

. all such pure substances,4 those thafr,:do not break-down at

all Within the energy range mentianed, or that-give only
Yr .one final product, as in the decomposition of ozone into

oxygen, are called the eements. As Of 1970 there were

105 known erements. (Element 105, Hahnium, chemically

denoted Ha, was discoveted in that yea'r by the team of

Chionso, Nurmia; Hatris,K.A.Y. Eskola, and P.L. Eskola.)

Elements are considered to be the chemical building blocks

for forming all other substances; t.he smallest chemical

unit of any such element being called an atom.

'3. SOLVING LINEAR SYSTEMS:

THE INVERSE MATRIX METHOD

One of the main topics covered in a first.cOurse in

- 'matrix algebra is
,

the solution of a system of linear equa-

tions hi way of techniques such as elementary row opera-

tions: tramer's rule or the inverse infikrix method. We

shall find the inverse matrix-method most suitable for

our applications in Section 4.

The method can be d escribed as fo llows: given a

syitem of lin ear equations Such as

a
11

k
1

'+ a12x 2
+a

13
x
3

= b1
1 '

a x
1
+ a22x2 + a

23
x
3

= b
2

a x+axtax= b311 32 2 33 3 b3

we can write this sysieM in matrix form as

3

AX = B, where A 7

-
all

a
12

a
Ls

a
/1

a
22 a23

a31 a
32

a
33

x*,,

1

.v
In element algebra, if a and b are real numbers,

and a i 0, then* the solution of the equation

B

1

b

b
3

is

ax = b

x = a
-1

b.

9

We would like to expand this ides to the matrix equation

AX a B, where A,B are matrices of real numbers, and be

able to conclude that the solution is X = B. Here,'

however, we need more than just A 0. We needfdet A ih 0,

where det A is the determinant of the matrix A. One finds!

tlis to happen when the linear system is independent, that -

is, when none of the equations in the system can b;elOg'-
. tained by combining multiples of some of the other equa-

tions.

4 BALANCING.CHEMICAL REACTIONS

,4.1 The Computer Supplies a Readily Recognizable Answer

Our first problem reads asfollows: The reactioA of,

lead (II) azide and chromium (I) permanganate in produc-
.

'ing chtomium (III) oxide, manganese (IV) dioxide,. trilead

tetroxide, and nitric oxide is given by the chemical

equation

(1) 'Pb(N3)2 Cr(Mn04)2 C1203 + Mn02 + Pb304

(basic\solution), -

a- reaction involving 3 oxidations and 1 reduction.

46 9



.444 I Before we tackle the problem of trying-to balance

this equatidn, Iet us reconsider the idea of linear inde-,..

pendende of vectors in a chemical setting. Just as we,,

Could not create:the vector k = from the vectors

i = (1,0,0), j = (0;1,0) in Section'2.1, in'dealing with

th4, above chemical equation, we know for instance, that
. .

we 'cannot create Pb from N and 0 or any other combination

of elements from among N, 0, Cr, Mn.. This-1p inherent in

the veil, nature of a cheMical ekement, and we may thus'

view the elements, involved the chemical reaction as
a

4 independent vectors in R5. We shall'make the following

atom assignments iesolving the problem,:

.v
Pb = (1,0,0,0,0)0 > (0;0,0,1,0);

N > (0,1',0,0,0), O.= (0,0,0,0,1).

Cr = (0,0,1%0,0),

The basis for this idea can be found on:pp.'26-27 of (2].-

To balance the equation,',

' (2) Pb(N3)2 +.Cr(Mn04)2 +.Cr2O3 + Mn02 + Pb304,+ NO

(bas solution),
_

'we' must find integeKs u,v,w,x,y.,z, with nocommon integer

divisors othe than +:1,. so that
.

.(3) (u)6(N2 (y)C9(Mn04)2 4
.

\

(w)Cr203 + (x)Mn02 + (y)Plcr304 +:(z)NO:'

Using the vector aksignmentsiabolie,:we replace the

chemical equatiOn (3) by the vector equation

(4) u(1,6,0,0,0) +.v(0,0,1,2,8) = w(0,10,2,0,3) +

. x(0,0,0,2) + y(3,0,0,0,4) + f(0,,1,0)0,1)
.

where, for example, (1,6,0,0,0) represents the lead (II)

azide molecule, Pb(N3)2. 'since, it is'made up of 1 'atom of

Pb and 6 atoms of N, and using vector addition and scalar

multiplication (1,6,0;0,0) = 1(1,0,0,0%0) + 6(0,1,0,0,0). \-1

5

Ja

c

- v
...... .

Since vectors are equal only when all Corresponding
. .

compodentsre equal, by equating the first throughifth
-...:

a's0 ., .

compqfients-1n equation (4) we get theofollowing system of

5 equations 'in 6 'unknown's, .

. .

u +.1)v = Ow + Ox + 3y + Oz
.

.

o 6u +.0v :--- Ow : Ox +' Oy + z

4

-

(5)

Or,

'(6)

Ou +.v = 2w + Ox + Gy + Oz

Ou 44' 2v = Ow x + Oy + az

Ou + 8v = 3w +:2x + 4y z

Ov + Ow + Ox + 3y + Or = u

Ov + Ow + Ox + Oy + z = au

-v + 2w + Ox + Oy:+ Oz = Ou

-2v + Ow + x + Oy + Qz = Ou.

-8v.+ 3w + 2x + 4y.+ zi=.04 . \
Thve are infinitely many soti&ions ofthis system. But

,frdm a chemical viewpoint this is keeping ith.o.ur

experience, for if we'have one solutiqn that balapces the

,chemidal equation (3), any positive integer multiple

.it yielcB another solution. Also, before proceeding-, it

should be poipted oAt that' the tech:niques)deVeloped here
.

,

work for our chemical reactions because they are eNCtri-
balanted:

Since we are.not i(iterested in the general solution,

let .us find the, unique s'eltion corresponding to u:= 1.

Inmatrix notation this will take the following form

,0 >0 * 3 0

°O 0 0 0

(7)* -1 2 0 0 0

-2, 0 1,

-8 3 2

0' 0

4 1

r
w

x

z

1

6

0

0

0.

. ,

6°

11.
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,..

4°..so that A
. .

a

V

[ w

. (8) x =

Y .1

z

-
- 1

0 0

0 .0

-1 2

-2 0

8_ 3

},r
i

0 3 0 .

0' 0 1 % 6

'0 0 0 0

1 0

4

0

1

0
.

2 0

k

_
.4

The solution is immediate o e we get the inverse of the

given 5 x 5 matrix. Now lthough one can Mind an'inverse,

for a square' malrix 'A, ere det A i 0, by'such methods

as elementary row operations asjound in Chapter1 of (1),
.

.

or by use of the adjoint as described in Chapter 2 of (1)',

it is at this point that we shall use some computer assis-

tance via',,the following BASIC-PLUS program: ,

CONT.
10 REM THIS PROGRAM IS USED, IN BALANCING CHEMICAL EQUATIONS K = ? 30
20 DIM A(5,5),B(5,1,I(5,5),5(5,1)

.

-
U= 30 V= 88' W= 44 X= 176 Y= 10

30 MAT READ A,B. Z= 180
'' 40. MAT I = INV(A)

50 MAT S = I*8 .
Ready

60 DATA 0;0,0,3,0 . .,\

...

70 DATA 0,0,0,0,1 .J. Dividing each coefficientby 2 we find the equation.
80, DATA -1,2,0,0,0
90 DATA -2,0:1,0,0 balanced as follows:

-lop DATA,-8k3,2,4,1
110 DATA 1,6,0,0,0 (9) 15 Pb(N3)2 + 44,Cr(Mn04)2 4-

.

20 PRINT "V=";S(1,1),"W=";S(2,1),"X=";S(3,1),"Y";S(4,1),
"Z=.1%S(5,1) ...s., 22 Cr203, +488 Mn02 +.5 Pb,DA_+ 90 NO.

130 STOP
140 INPUT "K = "; IC,_

150 DIM T(5,1) In some balancing problems, dt is'possible to reduce
'160 MAT T = (K)*S the number of 'independent vectors involved if'we can find
170. PRINT "U=";K,"V=P;T(1,1),"W=";T(2,1),"X=!g;T(3,1),

.f!Y=";T(4,1) .

. a radical that does not break down in they reaction.

The 0 in the reaction

,,,;,,,.., KCN + KMn04 4- KCNO + Mn02

%

ista case inpoint. -Instead of assigning a 5-dimensional

vector to each of K, C, N, Mn, and0 to balance this

'equation, we may assign a 4-dimensional vector to each of

Ready K, CV, Mn, and 0. This simplifies the problem.

sThis program uses matrix operations that are available

in BASIC or BASIC-PLUS. An excellent explanation of

these.computer matrix operations can be found in Chapter

10 Of (4). (The program here and all others found in

this modufa were run at the Rose-HuIman Institute of
.

Technology On a DEC PDP-11/70 using the RSTS version 7

operating system.)

At this point we, must be,prepared to recognize

0.03333 as 1/30 and 0:06667 as 2/30. So to express.the

answers dn integer form we shall perform the scalar mufti-

plication at line 160 by inputing the value of IC at line '

140 as 30, the least common denominator for all fractions'

involved. Upon typing CONT we get the following output.

180 PRINT, "Z=";T(5-,1).
190-END .

Ready.

RUNNH ,

-
V= 2.93333 W= 1.46667 ' X= 5.86667

.Stop at line 130
Y= .333333 /Z=,'6

1 2
'7 8
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- 4.2 The1:
ComputerSupplie an Answer Which Is Not Easily

Recognized

If 'we compare the 5 x 5 coefficient matrix in Equa-
t ion (7 with the equations in (6), we see that the col-

umns of the matrix are the vector r presentations of the- .

I
molecules other than the first react

. The minus signs

occur in the columns for the other reactants. The product

molecules have all.positive components respective
columns.. The 5 x 1 column matrix o constants in,(7) re-

.

sults froM the vector representation of the first reac-
tant,- Pb (N3) .

We shall now consider a second problem which will

give us.an'opportunitr to extend our use of matrix oper-

ations in BASIC-PLUS to the MAT INPUT statement and will

employ the transpose of a matrix. This particiAar prob-

lem will prov'ide us with techniques to consider when the
output does not yield decimals whose equivalent fractions
areas obvious as in the first problen we considered. In

addition, the program below is mare general and can be

used in balancing other electriCally balanced chemical
equations.

a.

Here w6.shall,consider the chdmical reaction

(10) H
2
SO

4
* MnS + As

2
(Cr

2
0
7

)
5

+

. HM110
4

+ AsH
3

"+ Cr
2
(SO

4
)
3
+ P

.

(This involves 2 oxidations and 2 reductions.)

We assign the following vectors to_the atoms:

' Hr= (1,0,0,0,0,0), Mn =

S = ' As = (0,0;0,0,1.,0),

0 = (0,0,1,0,0,0), Cr = (.0,0,0,0,0,1)
.

0
To'balance the chemical,' reaction (10) we need to find

integers t,u,v,w,x,y,z, as,inSection 4.1,.so that

9

.

(11) t:(2,1,4,0,0,0) + u(0,1,0,1,0,0).+ v(0,0035,0,2,10) =

u(1,0,4,190,0) +

y(0,3,12,0,0,2) + z(2,0,1,0,0,0)

,Letting t = 1, we can write -the vector equation (11)

Mi'the equa_vaent matrix form AX = B:

0' 1 3 0 21
r

1 0 ( 0 g0 3.' 0 v

(12)

1°

0 -35 4

-1 0 1

.1` L

0 12 1

0 -2 0 1 0 0

-10 0 0 2' 0 j

W

x

'z_

Accordingly, the solution for the,Fector equation When

t =,1 is given by

(13)

r u

v -1

x

y

z

0

0

-35

-1 0

,s
'1

4

0

0

oi

1 3 0 2 --1 2

to0 .0
3 0 1

a

4 0 . 12 1 4

1 0 0 0 0

0

-10 0 0 ... 2 0 o J,

0 -2 0 1 0 0

0

Once ag in we stall turn to the computer for assis-

tance in sole ng thematrix equatiqn. Here, however, our

program is som what different from that used in Sec n

4.1. ht invOlvesthe transpose of a matrix, that is the,

matrix that results from a given matrix by interchanging

its rows and columns. (For more on the transpose of a

matrix sec pp. 67 -68 of [1].) ,

10



10 REM THIS PROGRAM It USED IN BALANCING CHEMICAL REACTIONS
20 ANN JS THE NUMBER QF DISTINCT ATOMS OR RADICALS INVOLVED
morm A(20,20), B(20,1j, I(20,20), J(20,20, S(20,1)
40 .INPUT "N - - --

RUNNH
N =? 6
? 0,-1,0,-1,0,0
? 0,0,-5,0,-2,-10,

SO MAT INPUT A(N,N) ? 1,0,4;1,0,0
60 MAT INPUT B(N,1)' ? 3,0,0,0,1,0
70 MAT I = TRN(A) ? 0,3,12,0,0;2
80 MAT J = INV(I) ? 2.0,1,0,0,0
90 MAT S = J*B ? 2,1,4,0,0,0
100 MAT PRINT S .308725
110tEND .872483E-1 .

.308725.
R'eatly .174497

.1, At -line 50 of this program we input the columns of
1, .436242

.583893

the 6 x 6 matrix A of Equation (12). We start with

(0,-1,0,-1,0,0), the negative of the vector representa-

tion of the second reactant MO, and continue until we

finlih with thq, vector (2,0,1,0,0-,0) for the last product

H20. At line 60 we' input the vectorepresentafton,

(2,1,40,0,4), of the reactant H2SO4. (The inpu is pro-

vided at the keyboard like-the us INPUT to ment. A

question mark appears when

ceive the data. Upontypin

ting the RETURN key, the li

wish to type the vector":repre

lines, as shown-in the rows foil

the value' of N. We then hit RETUR

computer is ready to re-

in the,value of N and bit-

feed key can,be used if we

ntations on successive

ing the inputting 'of

after typing in the

last row vector.)
,

Lines 1:1, 40, 50, 60 constitute a redimensigning of

the original matiices.Aand B. This allows the'program

its application to any electrically'

that involves 20 or fewer atoms or

1 to be flexible in

balanced equation

radicals.
405

Upon typing RUNNH and inputting the value of N and

the vector components for the reactants and products, the

program yields the following results:

-r

1tO

Ready
,

From the printout here we see that for t = 1. we 'ob-

tain tr. = .308725 v .0871483, w = .308725, x = .171497,

y = .436242, z = .583893,., which unfortuhately are not

readily recognizable as any specific "easy" fractions.

However, if we divide each variable by the smallest value,

.namely .0872483 (since in cherpical reactions we are pri-

marily concerned with the ratios of compounds), we get a

second solution where

. t = 11.46154,

u = w = 3.53846,

v = 1, z =1'6169231,

.

to five deCimal places.

Now considering all the fractional parts, we find

that 0.53846 -:0.46154 = 0.07692 is the smallest differ-

ence and that (0.,0769,2)-' =-13.000 2, so 0.07692 1 1/13.

Then 0.46154 1 6/13, and 0.69231 1 §/13.

So multiplying our solution through by 13, we find'

the reaction balanced as folloZqs:

(14)

\
x = 2.00000

y =.5.00000,

-149 H2SO4 +46.MnS + 13 AS2(Cr207)5 +

4'4

46 HMn04 y4 26.AsH3 +65 Cr2(SO4) + 87 H20.

1-2"
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4.3 Have We Only Realt With Very Special Cases?

You may have neticed in reading Sections 4.1 and 4.2

that, to set up the matrix equations used there, both

chemical reactions discussed were of the type .here the

to.tal number of reactants and products -excee'ded the number

of atoms and radicals involved by exactly 1. The number

.n Of radicals and atoms Centre's jhe number of linear

equations involved, whilethe'number m of reactants and

products controls the number of unknowns. One peed not

look very far to find-a chemical reaction where n # m + 1.

In this section we shall deal with the case where n = m.

To balance the cheMical reaction,

(15) KCE03 +
,C CO2 ,, H2O KC2.,12H22°11

we make the following vector assignments for toms and

Tadicalq:

K = (1,0,0,0,0), C t(0,0,0,1,0),

SCR = (0,1,0,0,0), H ="40,0,0,0,1).

0 = (0,0,1,0,0), y
41

We rewrite the chemical reaCt,ion as a vector equation

and seek positive integers u,v,w,x$,Iy:,with.no common in-
'teger factor greater than 1 so thatl

,(46) sAl(1,1,3,0,9) + v(0,0,11;12',, =

;4*(0,0,2,1,0) + x(0,0,;0,2) + y(1,1,0,0,0).

Setting u = 1 we would use the program of

Settio'n_4,2, but we do not have the'riecessary numbtr, 6,

of reactants,and products. However, we examine the

actual linear system of equations,,

before going to the computer program, we see that the

system is lependent. The first two equations are,i,denti-'

cal.

Here 1,e can readily recognize an independent system,

however. It consists of'the four difPerent equations in

(1-), and we- shall apply our computer program'-to thig)

4 x 4 system. (If this were not the case!we c'eu d apply

the program of Section 4.2 to different combinatiwls of

4 equations elected from the 5 until we have found an

independent set of 4 equations which would yield a 'Unique

solution for the given system of all 5 equations.)

. RUNtit

N =? 4

? 0,-11,-12,-22 .

? 0,2,1,0
?, 0,1,0,2

? 1,0,0,0
? 1,3,0,0
.125 .

1.5

1.375
1

Ready'

From the printout we see that for u = 1, we hdve

v ='0.125, w = 1.5, x = 1.375, = 1.

Since 0.1n = 1/8, we can 'multiply all the values by 8 to

balance the reaction as

(18), 8 KC2.0...
s C12H22011.4. 12 CO2 + 11 H2O + 8 KC9., .

.

4.4 The'Non-Unique Case

For our final application We shall examine a cheMi-

cal reaction where the total 'number m of products and fe-

actants exceeds n + 1, where n is the number of distinct
1 = Ov + Ow + 0;.t Y,

atoms and radicals involved. The reaction reads as1 = Ov + Ow + Ox +.
follows:

(17) 3 = -liv + 2w + x t 0y, .

+ 0),0 = -12v + w + Ox (19) CH2O + Ag(NH3)2NO3 + NaOH
1

4.

0 = -22v +'0w + 2x, +.0y. .

NaHCO, + Ag + NIig:-:+,NaNO3 + H2O .

. , 44 13,
. 14.

1' 1 9
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.

assignments,
-

rlitWith the following vector- day

C= 100,000 A 0001 ,00 44

*, , , ?, , ,

H = 01:00,00 N = 0010,0,1,0

', . 0 = (0,0,1,0,0,0), Na.= (0,0,0,0,0,1), .

RUNNKRUNNH i

N =? 6 N =? 6
0

? 0,-1,-1,0,p,-1" ' 0,-1-4,0,0,-1
; 1,12,00,1 ? 112001 .

'? 00:9;1,0,0 ? ,0,0,0,1,0,0
7 0,3,0,1,0 ? 0,3,0,0,1,0
? 0,0;3,0,1,1 ' ? 0,0,3,0,1,1
? 0,,1,0,0,0 ? 0,2,1,0,0,0
? 1,2,1,,0,0,0 ? 6;6,3,1,3,0

we seek positive, integers s,t,u,v,w,x,'y,z, with nocommon I 75 1.125
.,

"J'rime factor, so that _
, I 0.

I .
o . 1. . . ,

'1.875(20) s(1,2,1,0,0,0) + t(0,6,3,1,3,0) + u(0,1,1',0,0,1) .25
....

-.25 1.125

4 ... P v(1,1,2,0,0,11 + w(0,0,0,1,0,0) +.x(0,3,0,0,1.,0) .
.5

. .75

Ready+ Y(0:0,3,0,1,1) + z(0,2,1:0,0,0) .

However, unlike our previous examples Equation (-O)

leads to a system of 6 linear equations in 8'unknowns,

which we write in matrix form as

, (21)

1

2

1

0

0

+

0

3

1

.3

0

t =

0

-1

-1

0

-1

1.

1

'2

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3
. 0

0
1

0

*0

0

3

1

1 4.;

0 .

2,

1

0

0

0

u1

w

x

y

The system (21) has am,tinfinite number of solutions,

determined by the two parameters 5 and If we rewrite,
.

(21) as

t

u 1 0 pi 0 0 1
1 1

1 1
v -1 1 3 0 .2

n:- : ,2

.
s

w . ,1 '2. 0, 0 3 1
. , A

x 0,' 0 1 0 0 0=

y 0 a 0 1 1 '0 .,p.

__z .-1 1 0 0 1 0 r0 _I

we can still use the program of Section 4.2 to assist

but we needto use it twice. We use it onde to Compute
.

the product of the inverse matrix with the,column vector
. ;

that precedes, s, and amin\to cbmPiite the product Of."-:illg
.\ ' . S ,

inverse matril with the c0uin vectOr that 'precedes_ t.

15

0 1,
6

r 3;-
s -+ t . -,

1'

1

3 +7'

.

,
:

-,

u s

Ready

)

, With these. results we see, that

=°0.75s + 1.125t, x = 0.25s + 1.875t, ,

-y = -0.25s + 1.125t,

z = 0.5s +

fp

Ihr = t

so that with s a positive integer multiple of 4 and t

positive 'integbr'mtiltiple of 8 we .can get an integer

solutton balancing the reaction. It As now possible, how-

ever, for two solutions to exist that, are not mulitples df

each other, in.c?nkrast to what we found in our previob.g.

problemt-.

With s = 4 and t = 8 we can balance the reaction as
.2o

(23) CH2O -+ 2Ag(11113)2NO3 + 3NaOH

NaHCO2 + 2/kg + 4NH3 + 2NaNO3' 2H20.

'However, if we choose s = t = 8, the balanced reaction reads

*as'

(24) 8CH204-.8Ag(NH3)2NO3 + 1SNaOH

8NaHCO2 + 8Ag 7NH3 +7NaNO3'+-10H20,
1

wilich, is At a multiple of the solution in (23). 'This comes

about ,because there'are-2 independent chemical reactions

taking'Place here. '

4I
16
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S. SUMMARY

Although this module wag developed to provide some

applicatioris of matrix mathematics, these techniques

Are,not td be considered as replacements` for such chem-

ica,methosds as oxidation-reduCtion, or the balancing

of half- reactions where one learns a great deal about

why and how reactions do or do not take place, in addi-

tion to how to barant6 them. For the chemical methods
-. .

also enablq one to learn a subtantial amount about the

properites of chemical elements: It is,pOssible to write

down a chemicL reaction that.does not take place and

c

still balance it by the atrix techniques presented, here!

In addition, it must be ointed out again that all reac-

tions considered in this iodule are electrically balanced.

Consvideringthe example ofSectionY4.2, one, can also

see that the techniques are theoretically sound but wit')

compUter assistance one_can,get into some diffiduity With

round-off errors when larger matrices are inverted by

the 6mputer. Balancing chemical reactions, withoutIcompu-

ter assistance -but with the aid of generalized inverses-
.

of matrices is discugsed by'B.V. Krishnamurthy in (3].

6, EXERCISES
c

'Balance thefOnowing chemical reactiois:

. 1) C + HNO3 - NO2 + H2O + CO2

2) FeCZ2".+ K2Crz07,+ NCI - FeCt3 + CrCZ3 + H2O + KU.

HNO
3 + latn04, + K

2
NaCo (NO

2
)

6 Co(NO3)2.+ Kst°
3

-iNaNO
3

+ Mn(NO3)2 te../1 20

4) (Co(NH3)5 C&1C22 * KSCN KCZ + (Co(NH3)5SCNICZ2

5) .H202 + Nat/m0
4 + HCZ - MnCZ2 + H2O + 02 + NaC9

17
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8. ANSWERS TO EXERCISES
er,

1) C + 4 HNO3- 4NO2 + 2H20 + CO2

2) 6FeC2.2 + K2Cr207 + 14HCi 6FeC2.3 +2CrC2.3 + 7H20 + 2KCZ

3) 28HNO3 + 11KMr104.+ 5K2NaCo(102)6 -

\SCo(NO3)2.4- 21KNO3 + SNaNO3s+ 11Mq(NO3)2 + 14H20

4). (Co(NH3)5C2.1C2.2 + KSCN KC21+4 (Co(NH3)5SCWR.2

5) (s)H202 +.(t)NaMn04 +_(u)HC-2.

4v)MnC2,2 + (w)H20 + (x)02 + (y)NaCZ,P

where (u,v,w,x,y) = s(0,0,1,0.5,0) + t(3N,1.5,1.25,1). For

-s 7 2,t = 4, the reaction is balanced as

H202 + 2NaMnO4 + 6HGZ 2MnC22 + 4He,+ 302 + 2NaCZ.

With s = 10 and t = 4 the reaction can be balanced as

5H202+ 2NaNnO4 + 6HC9. 2MnC22 + 8H20 502'+ 2NaCZ.
;-\
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STUDENT FORM 1

Request for Help

,

Return to:
EDC/UMAP

55 'Chapel St.

Newton, MA 02160

Student: If you hal/et-trouble with a specific part of this unit,-please
out this form and tape it to your instructor for assistance. The information
you give will help the,author to revise the unit.

Ypur Name .

4

-() Upper

()Middle.

() Loper

OR
Section

Paragraph
,

Description of Diffitulty:

1*.

Instructor: Please inOcate ydur resolution pf the difficulty In this box.
-

7

corrected, errors in 1,1ster als "List-corrections here:

tA

(Please bliapecIpc)" .

\

I

se

UnitNo,

Model Exam.
Problem No.

:Text

Prbbl.em No

4

1

Gaveestudent better explanation, example, or procedure than. in unit.
Give brief outline ofyour-addition

/

/11

, . 71k

, Assisted student in acquiring.teneral learning,a nd prbblem-solv ing .

. ..skills (not using examples from this knit ".) '

/

Instructor's Signatuke

. r

; .

Please use revere if necessary.

L
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:r .;.4...

2-;':. '44% t . '-,

,.'' Please describe anything that you found particularly helpful. (Please use ,the back of

02. this sheeCif you need more space.) ,
. ..

--,,,
r.V.....i: o 0,

.

Name-Ain!,

Institution

a

4,

STUDENT FORM 2

Unit Questionnaire'

(
Unit No. - Date

Course No.

s,

Return to:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton,,MA 02160

Check the choice for each question that comes closest to_your personal opinion.

1. ,How useful was the amount of detail in the unit?

Not enough detail to understand the unit
Unit would have been clearer with more detail

'Appropriate amount of detail
Unit was occasionally tgo detailed, but this Was not distracting
Too much detail; I was 6ften distracted

2. 'How helpful were the problem answer's?
.z

Sample solutions were too brief; I could. not do the intermediate steps
Sufficient information wasgiven'to solve the problems
Sample solutions were too detailed; I didn't need them

' 3. Except fordulfilling the prerequisites, how much did you use other sources (for
example,sinstructor, friends, or other books) in order to understand the unit?

A Lot Somewhat 'A Little Not at all

_4, How long was this unit in'comparison to the amodftt-of time you generally spend on
a lesson (1,e4ture and homework assignment) in a typical math or science course? .

Much Somewhat A t Somewhat Much. ,

.., Longer, , Longer the Same Shorter Shorter
.

. .

Were any of the following parts of the unit confusing or distracting? (Check
,r-

as many as apply.). ,,
4

. 4 _

-Prerequisites .' 0
Statement of skills; ;:and concepts (objectives)

Paragraph headings .

.

EXamples..

__ ,Special Assistance Supplement pregent)

----Other, please explain -

%
_

. .

'6.. Were any of the following parts of the unit particularly helpful? (Check as many

as apply.) ,

Prerequisites
.....

.
Statement of skills and concepts'(objectiVes)

. examples .

roblems- .

. Paragraph headings
Table of Contents I

,__"__, Special Assistance Supplement (if present)

t Other, please explain

Please describe anything in the unit that you did.not particularly like.

'1

4

J
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